CHAOTIC ELECTRIC CAN CAUSE ERRATIC EMOTIONS: THE TERRIBLE TRUTH!

You’re definitely not “well” and your doctor can’t tell you why. But the worst
part is the depression and anxiety that wears away at any quality of life you
might have had.

Energy Medicine Foundation is involved with efficacy studies in an area that as
yet has had little if any attention, the depression and anxiety brought on by
chaotic electric overload. Over the past twelve months, we’ve become keenly
aware of the damage that electric can do to the very delicate covering of the
brain. What is being called the Brain’s “Auric Shield” (BAS), is to the brain what
the aura is to the body—protection from outside forces that can cause damage
to the many bodies, not just the physical but the mental, emotional and
psychological bodies as well. It has been long accepted that without wellness at
all these levels, neither can the physical body be truly “well”.

The accumulation of modern day “chaotic” electric seriously interferes with the
natural and very subtle, “harmonic” electric of the human system to the extent
that the body becomes hyper-sensitized and problematic in many areas. We
deal daily with the effects of acid pH caused by chaotic electric overload.
Physical symptoms include a sensitive nervous system, inflamed heart, irritated

mucus membranes causing symptoms of respiratory ills, as well as the
accumulation of electric in the bone marrow with resultant red blood cell
malfunction and forever- fatigue. We call this the syndrome of “exquisite
sensitivity”.

But there is also a mental component little talked about and not well understood;
Energy Medicine Foundation is in the process of researching this very common
phenomenon of American society. We see a pattern of depression and anxiety,

random thoughts or “mind chatter”. The more serious the chaotic electric, the

more trouble with simple things like focus and grounding to out-of-character

actions. Western medicine’s answer is, of course, medications like Paxil, Zoloft
or Prozac masking a serious problem, which, until now, has had no real solution.

The electro-sensitive unsettling health issues, which many electro-sensitive
clients are able to completely clear, and most importantly, without the use of
medications. The answer is simple— clean up the “root cause” (the electric) and
the problem solves itself. Energy medicine is, to our knowledge, the only viable

answer to chaotic electric overload and the resultant depression and mood
swings. And best of all, the results appear to be permanent.
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Carol Keppler is the Chief Operating Officer of Energy Medicine Foundation and a
Master Energy Intuitive. She is available to speak about her work in the area of
electrical overload as a 21st Century health hazard. Contact
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